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Henry Bradley Nursery and Infant Literacy, Communication and Language policy 

At Henry Bradley we believe that good communication and language skills are vital for life. 

Using speech that is rich in vocabulary, having a firm understanding of their own thought 

processes (metacognition) and having a love of reading are intrinsic to being literate. We 

strive to ensure each child develops these skills during their time at school. It is our 

intention that every child will learn to read, regardless of their background, needs or 

abilities. Reading is key to being able to access the curriculum. An expansive vocabulary at 

age 5 has a strong correlation between secondary attainment, earning potential in later life 

and mental health and well-being.  

Aims (Intent) 

Speaking and listening 

• Children are able to speak confidently in a variety of situations; including small groups, 

classes and wider audiences. 

• Children listen attentively  

• Children are able to ask and answer questions, share ideas and work collaboratively 

• Children are inquisitive about new vocabulary and staff scaffold vocabulary 

development 

 

Reading  

• Children gain pleasure from hearing and sharing stories 

• Children read for enjoyment  

• Children move from decoding words to being fluent and confident readers 

• Children read for meaning and develop effective comprehension strategies 

• Children understand the purpose of reading  

• All children make sufficient to progress to meet or exceed age related expectations. 

 

Phonics 

• Children are taught structured systematic and synthetic phonics through the use of 

Letters and Sounds  

• Phases 1 -3 are delivered through Foundation Stage and Phases 3-6 are delivered 

during Key Stage One.  

• Children are regularly assessed to ensure that groupings are appropriate and the need 

for interventions can be swiftly identified 

• Children apply their understanding and learning of phonics when they are reading or 

writing 

• Phonics displays are standardised across school to enable all children to easily access 

the material 



Writing  

• Children write for a purpose 

• Children write for a variety of situations and genres 

• Children are encouraged and supported to become creative writers, using a wide range 

of strategies.  

• In the EYFS writing provision is embedded across all areas of learning 

• In Key Stage One grammar and spelling is taught explicitly with opportunities to apply 

their learning to writing.  

 

Handwriting 

• Children form recognisable letters correctly, following the school’s handwriting 

approach.  

• Children are able to write with appropriate sizing and spacing, progressing to writing 

on lines within the EYFS.  

• As the development of their writing is linked to physical skills the youngest children 

have opportunities to develop key pre writing skills through activities such as write 

dance and dough disco.  

• Children have a weekly explicitly taught lesson to practise their handwriting.  

• Children move from print, to pre cursive to cursive during their time in school.  

 

Planning (Implementation)  

We use stories as a springboard for planning for all subjects and these are chosen to meet 

the needs of the curriculum and provide high quality, stimulating texts. Each year group has a 

long term plan that feeds into a medium term plan and thereby feeding into weekly plans to 

ensure a breadth of coverage. As children thrive on repetition each classroom has a reading 

area and a daily story time where children can share new and familiar books.  

In EYFS learning objectives are taken from The Developmental matters document to inform 

planning and children are assessed against the statements within the document. In Key Stage 

One teaching and learning is delivered within the National Curriculum 2014. All planning is 

stored on the server so that SLT and co-ordinators are able to moderate planning.  

 

Reading Books and Reading Records 

We have recently introduced the ‘Rising Stars, Reading Planet’ scheme with the long term 

plan of phasing out the ORT scheme books, as the budget allows us to purchase sufficient 

books across school. The new scheme uses books which are fully decodable and match the 

progression of phonics teaching. The child’s reading journey begins with wordless and then 

first word books which develop essential early language skills through familiar topics and 



stories. The books continue from pink to orange, which capture the young reader’s 

imaginations and match the curriculum. The books are in line with Letter and Sounds. In the 

books we meet the characters Rav, Tess, Asha, Finn and Stefan who are the Comet Street 

kids. The Galaxy books contain a varied collection of fiction and non-fiction which use rich 

vocabulary to immerse children in a range of genres and topics. Each reading book contains a 

quiz at the end which helps to measure the child’s understanding and retention of what they 

have read and is a useful discussion guide for parents. 

Each child from Reception through to Y2 receive a reading record for both school staff and 

parents to record books read. This supports the link between home and school learning as 

well as a means of recording progression. 

We as a school continue to stress the importance of looking after both the reading book and 

reading record. Parents are encouraged to listen to their child read regularly and school aims 

to hear all children read 1:1 once a week alongside a combination of whole class reading, 

group/paired reading and explicit teaching in a daily phonic lesson.  

There are designated reading areas in all classrooms with access to recommended high 

quality texts for EYFS/KS1. We have a school library which is currently in a shared working 

area at the front of school. This an area to be improved further as part of the school 

development plan and is dependent on funding. 

 

Comprehension 

We have recently begun using the ‘Rising Stars, Cracking Comprehension’. The aim is to 

develop key reading comprehension skills by making it relatable and fun by using recognisable 

texts. The scheme uses the steps of introduction, model, apply, practise, extend and assess. 

The scheme has texts to suit a variety of abilities and aims to ensure child have the key 

skills, such as inference, to assist with their understanding and engagement with what they 

have read.  

 

Coordinator role (Impact) 

• Provide regular training and refreshers for all staff, including new staff joining 

throughout the school year. 

• Have an overview of planning, progression and assessment throughout school.  

• Moderate samples of work and oversee how literacy is taught across school by 

engaging in learning walks.  

• Update School Improvement Plan to enable progress towards goals to be measured. 

• Support/advise on interventions to address any gaps/ misconceptions in learning. Pre-

learning advice. 

• Order resources, manage budget. 



• Undertake training to ensure skills and knowledge are current and ensure this is fed 

back to staff 

• Champion new initiatives within school  

• Support staff with delivery of phonics/literacy.  

 

Assessment 

Assessment for Learning lies at the heart of promoting learning and in raising standards of attainment. 

We further recognise that effective AFL depends on using the information gained from our ongoing 

assessments to identify the gaps in children’s learning and plan accordingly to close the gaps. 

Teachers make ongoing formative assessments, responding appropriately to pupils during ‘day-to-day’ 

teaching. Teachers essentially give verbal feedback and follow the Balance philosophy for assessment.  

Children’s progress is also tracked through summative assessments. Moderation of children’s work 

takes place regularly to ensure a consistent understanding of levels and progress. This moderation is 

carried out internally and also across schools.  

Children in Year One partake in the Phonics Screening Check in the Summer Term. Children 

have a second opportunity to re-take this in Year Two if needed.   

 

Community links and parental engagement 

As a school we provide opportunities for parents to engage with, and support, their child’s 

learning. Our home school reading records are a communication link between school and home 

so that parents can share their thoughts and ideas about their child’s progress. We value 

parents input and encourage all parents to read at home with their child. We hold phonics 

interactive afternoons for parents so that parents are able to come in to school and 

experience what phonics is and ask any questions so that they feel fully informed about the 

best ways to support their child.  

 


